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IoT-Based Cost Saving Ofﬂoading System for Cellular Networks
Zhuojun Duan, Mingyuan Yan, Qilong Han , Lijie Li, and Yingshu Li
Abstract: Nowadays, with the new techniques available in hardware and software, data requests generated by
applications of mobile devices have grown explosively. The large amount of data requests and their responses
lead to heavy trafﬁc in cellular networks. To alleviate the transmission workload, ofﬂoading techniques have been
proposed, where a cellular network distributes some popular data items to other wireless networks, so that users
can directly download these data items from the wireless network around them instead of the cellular network.
In this paper, we design a Cost Saving Ofﬂoading System (CoSOS), where the Internet of Things (IoT) is used
to undertake partial data trafﬁc and save more bandwidth for the cellular network. Two types of algorithms are
proposed to handle the popular data items distribution among users. The experimental results show that CoSOS is
useful in saving bandwidth and decreasing the cost for cellular networks.
Key words: Internet of Things (IoT); cellular networks; cost minimization

1

Introduction

Traditionally, when a cellular network receives a
request for a data item from a user, it transmits
the data item to the user directly and charges them
for this service. Most requests of voicemail and
text messages require instant responses from the
cellular network and data trafﬁc generated by them[1]
is less than 300 petabytes monthly and increases
slowly. However, nowadays, with the new techniques
available in hardware and software, mobile devices
(like smartphones and tablets), which support playing
movies, reading ebooks online, and searching useful
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information, can be regarded as compact laptops.
Most of the mobile devices need to connect to a
cellular network and download data items through
it. Data trafﬁc generated or requested by new emerging
applications on mobile devices is different from
previous voice calls and text messages. In 2014,
data trafﬁc generated by new applications is large[2, 3] ,
reaches to more than 2000 petabytes monthly and will
grow signiﬁcantly. Because the data item is transmitted
by the cellular network itself, like 3G or LTE,
this process will occupy the bandwidth and generate
transmitting costs. Compared with traditional voicemail
and text messages, the new types of applications can
tolerate transmission delays to a certain degree. In
other words, users have low-time sensitivity levels to
these data items when they use these new mobile device
applications.
On the other hand, most mobile devices equipped
with communication techniques (wireless interface,
RFID tags) can communicate with each other for
common goals, motivating a novel paradigm: the
Internet of Things (IoT)[4, 5] . IoT is deﬁned as a wireless
network[6, 7] formed by electronic devices, vehicles, and
other embedded items with a software system, sensors,
and network connectivity that can sense and exchange
data. In reality, IoT can be used in a wide range of
areas: the healthcare service industry, ﬁreﬁghting, safer
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mining production, and so on. Furthermore, most nodes
in IoT can store and forward data. Thus, we can ofﬂoad
some data trafﬁc in IoT to alleviate the data trafﬁc
burden, decrease cost, and increase net proﬁt for cellular
networks. The technique of ofﬂoading in IoT not
only allows cellular network to have more bandwidth
to respond to new coming requests but also decreases
the transmission cost for cellular networks[8–11] . For
example, if node a encounters node b which has stored
some popular data items, a can download its interested
data items from b directly, instead of receiving the
data through the cellular network. Participation in the
ofﬂoading system causes resource consumption (battery
and storage) to the nodes in IoS, however, cellular
networks will compensate for this. The compensation
can be monetary rewards or coupons and we will
discuss this in future works.
In this paper, we design a new Cost Saving
Ofﬂoading System (CoSOS) for cellular networks
based on the IoT, shown in Fig. 1. Assuming a set
of users with mobile devices, all the devices could
connect to a cellular network and form an IoT network
by their Bluetooth interfaces. To release the workload,
a subset of users is selected as the seed users. The
cellular network distributes some popular data items in
its buffer so that the seed users can respond to some data
item requests directly within the IoT. When receiving
a data item request from a user, the cellular network
will decide whether to let the user search and download
the data from the IoT. This is called the downloading
decision process. When a user successfully downloads
the requested data item from the IoT within a tolerant
delay, the transmitting cost will not be generated
and the cellular network could have more bandwidth
to make responses to other requests. Otherwise, the
cellular network should transmit the requested data item
at the deadline, in this way, the Quality of Service
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Fig. 1

(QoS) is guaranteed. These two results generate two
different costs for the cellular network. So, an accurate
downloading decision process is critical to the system.
Implementing this system needs to solve the popular
data items distribution problems. First, we need to
choose the subset of seed users to store the popular
data items. With more seed users, more requests
will be satisﬁed within the IoT and this system will
perform better. The cellular network should make
some compensations to each seed user. However, more
seed users mean more expense of the cellular network.
Hence, seed users’ selection should provide a balance
between performance and cost. Second, users just grant
part of their storage space for the cellular network and
the space of each user to carry popular data items is
limited. Thus it is possible that one user cannot store all
data items in its buffer. For each user has been chosen to
store popular data items, we need to choose the optimal
subset of popular data items to be put into the user’s
buffer. Contributions of this paper can be concluded as
follows:
(1) We establish a CoSOS for cellular networks. In
this system, we combine the cellular network with the
IoT to decrease the data trafﬁc burden. As far as we
know, we are the ﬁrst one to ofﬂoad data trafﬁc to IoS.
(2) We prove that the popular data items distribution
is an NP-hard problem, propose two types of
algorithms, and apply the Poisson process to make the
downloading decision.
(3) Simulations are conducted to verify the
performance of our system, demonstrating that the
system proposed in this paper could decrease the cost
and leave more bandwidth for the cellular network and
guarantee the service of quality simultaneously.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents related works. In Section 3, we form
the popular data items distribution problem. Algorithms
are proposed in Section 4. Then the cost saving
ofﬂoading system and its working process are shown in
Section 5. Last two sections provide the experimental
results and conclusion.

Overview of the ofﬂoading system.

Related Work

Many works have been conducted for ofﬂoading
problems. Authors of Refs. [12–14] proposed several
methods to select seed users in wireless networks.
In Ref. [12], the global and neighborhood VIPs are
proposed to form the delegation. Global VIP focuses
on users that are globally important in the network,
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and neighborhood VIP selects users that are important
within their social communities. In Ref. [15], the
authors studied how to disseminate the data items into
predeﬁned seed users considering the buffer size of each
seed user and the size of each ofﬂoading data item.
In Ref. [16], a routing framework named SocialCast
is proposed for the publish-subscribe function. It uses
social interaction to select the best information carriers.
In our new ofﬂoading system, we concentrate on the
popular data items distribution problem which requires
solving the users’ selection problem and distributing the
data items among selected seed users.
In Refs. [17, 18], the authors attempted to study the
tradeoff between the amount of trafﬁc being ofﬂoaded
and the users’ satisfaction, and proposed an incentive
framework to motivate users to leverage their delay
tolerance for 3G trafﬁc ofﬂoading. This paper uses
the reverse auction to minimize the incentive cost
given an ofﬂoading target and selects users with high
delay tolerance and large ofﬂoading potential to ofﬂoad
in wireless networks. The authors of Refs. [19–22]
focused on how to motivate selﬁsh nodes to participate
in forwarding. In this paper, we use the Poisson process
to analyze users’ mobility behavior and evaluate their
abilities in downloading requested data items in the
DTN.

3

Problem Formulation

Assume that a group of users (denoted by V ) with
mobile devices form an IoT. To improve the overall
QoS, all the users in V are willing to contribute part
of their buffers to store popular data items. Once a
user is selected to carry popular data items, the cellular
network will give the user a promotion M as a reward.
Assume the total budget of the cellular network is
predeﬁned, as B, so it can support at most K D bB=M c
users. Here S (jS j D K) is used to denote the set of
users chosen to store popular data items, called the seed
set. For each vs 2 S , bvs is its buffer size to store
popular data items. In addition, D is used to denote
the set of popular data items. For each data item dj ,
its size is ldj . Each user has different frequencies to
request different data items in D. The larger the interest
in one data item, the more often a user will request it.
Let Ivi .dj / represent the degree of interest of user vi in
a data item dj ,
0  Ivi .dj /  1; vi 2 V; dj 2 D;
P
(1)
and
I .d / D 1
dj 2D

vi

j
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The larger number of users could download their
interested data items from the IoT, more bandwidth will
be saved in the cellular network. If a user successfully
downloads its requested data in the IoT before the
deadline, we say the user’s request is covered by the
IoT. The coverage of seed users is deﬁned as the total
amount of data successfully downloaded from the IoT.
Thus, the objective of our ofﬂoading system is to select
K seed users to store popular data items which can
maximize the coverage. For simplicity, the problem of
popular data items distribution can be formulated as
P
P P
wvs vj Ivj .dx /;
Max C.S; D/D
vs 2S dx 2'vs vj 2V nS

s.t. S  V; jSj D K;
P
ldx  bvs
8 vs 2 S;

(2)

dx 2'si

where 'vs is the subset of popular data items distributed
in the buffer of seed user vs and wvs vj denotes the
encounter probability between seed user vs and user vj .
Because the buffer of a seed user for storing popular
data items may not be large enough for all data items in
D, the optimal subset of D should be selected.
Then, we prove the hardness of this optimization
problem by the reduction technique. We know that
the 0-1 Knapsack problem is NP-hard, the optimization
problem (2) can be reduced to the 0-1 Knapsack
problem if we set the size of the seed users to 1 (jSj D
1). The problem can be rewritten as
P
Max
c.dx /ı.dx /;
dx 2D

s.t. ı.dx / 2 f0; 1g;
where
c.dx / D

P
dx 2D

X

(3)
ldx ı.dx /  bs

wsvj Ivj .dx /

(4)

vj 2V ns

In Formula (3) we regard the buffer of seed user s as
a bag, each dx 2 D as an item, c.dx / is the value of
dx , representing the coverage of data item dx if putting
it in the buffer user s and ı.dx / shows the decision
of whether to put this item in the buffer of user s. In
addition, ldx is the weight of item dx , and the total
weight of the bag is bvs . Obviously, Formula (2) is NPhard. Table 1 lists the frequently used notations.

4
4.1

Algorithms
Contact probability

To solve Formula (2), we ﬁrst introduce several types of
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Table 1

4.2

Table of notations.

Notation

Description

V , vi
S
bvs
dj
ldj
Ivi .dj /
'vs
wvs vj
vs vi

Set of users and i -th user
Set of seed users
Buffer size of vs
Data item
Size of data item dj
Degree of interest of user vi in data item dj
Data items distributed in the buffer of seed user vs
Encounter probability between seed user vs and user vj
Average contact frequency between user vs and vi

methods to evaluate the weight between any two users
in V . As in Section 3, the weight between seed user
vs and user vi represents the inﬂuence from vs to vi ,
which is the metric to evaluate the contact probability
of the two users[23] . There are several ways to calculate
the weight between two users as follows.
Contact Frequency (CF) The contact frequency
between users is used directly as the weight. Research
in Refs. [24, 25] shows that the contact probability of
two users can be estimated by their history contact
frequency vs vi .
wvs vi D vs vi

(5)

Proportional Seed-contact Frequency (PSF) The
contact probability of vs and vi is proportional to the
contact frequency between them to the total contact
frequency from all seed users to vi , namely
v v
(6)
wvs vi D P s i
vs vi
vk 2Snvs

Poisson Process (PP) The contact process of two
users can be modeled as the Poisson process[24] . The
contact probability of two users can be calculated by
Eq. (7), where vs vi is the average contact frequency
between user vs and vi and Tvi is the largest delay user
vi can tolerate for receiving its requested data item.
wvs vi D 1  evs vi Tvi

(7)

Advanced Poisson Process (APP) Sometimes more
than one user could provide the requested data item to a
user, which leads to the overlapping problem. To avoid
this, we propose the APP method,
0
1
Y
wvs vi D @
evk vi Tvi A .1  evs vi Tvi / (8)
vk 2Snvs

Based on the experiments in Section 6, APP
outperforms CF, PSF, and PP methods, so we adopt the
APP method to calculate the weight of two users in the
following sections.

Heuristic algorithms

Considering the NP-hardness of Formula (2), two types
of algorithms, the Greedy Algorithm (GA) and the TwoStep Algorithm (TSA), are proposed. In the GA (shown
in Algorithm 1), the seed users are selected iteratively
by K rounds, as shown in lines 1–10. Initially, S is
empty. A seed user with the largest coverage is found
and put into S in each round. Speciﬁcally, in each
round, for each candidate seed user vj in V nS, we
ﬁrst calculate the weight cvj .dx / of each data item
dx 2 D, which indicates the coverage when data item
dx is put in the buffer of user vj , as shown in lines
3–5. Then, dynamic programming is used to calculate
the optimal data items subset 'vj in D which leads
to the largest coverage cvj .'vj / of user vj , shown
in line 6. At the end of each round, select the user
with the largest coverage as the seed user and put the
corresponding optimal data items subset into its buffer
(lines 8 and 9). The complexity of the GA algorithm
is O.KjV j.ˇjDj//, where ˇ is the upper bound of the
user’s buffer size.
In our daily life, the contact events occur when
any two users are even, hence, all user pairs share a
similar contact frequency. For example, when people
participate in the same activity, like a conference or
a game. In this case, users’ contact abilities have
minor inﬂuence on its coverage. If we choose the user
who has a buffer with a larger size, as a seed, it will
cover more requests in the network. We propose the
TSA algorithm, shown in Algorithm 2, to distribute
Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm
Input:
User set V , data items set D,
Number of seed users K,
S D ∅.
Output:
seed user set S ,
s:buffer; s 2 S.
1: for k D 1 to K do
2:
for each user vj 2 V nS do
3:
for each data item dx 2 D do
4:
calculate cvj .dx /
5:
end for
6:
('vj , cvj .'vj /)=
Knapsack(bvj ,D,(cvj .d1 /,...,cvj .djDj /)),
7:
end for
8:
choose v, whose cv .'v / is the largest, v > S,
9:
put data item subset 'vj into v’s buffer.
10: end for
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Algorithm 2 Two-Step Algorithm
Input:
User set V , data items set D,
Number of seed users K,
S D ∅.
Output:
seed user set S ,
s.buffer, s2 S.
1: Step 1:
2: choose K seed users with the largest buffer sizes from V as
seed user set S.
3: Step 2:
4: for each s in S do
5:
for each data item dx 2 D do
6:
calculate cs .dx /
7:
end for
8:
'vj =
9:
Knapsack (bvj ,D,(cvj .d1 /,...,cvj .djDj /)),
10:
put data item subset 'v into s’s buffer.
11: end for

popular data items when the behaviors of users are
heterogeneous. In the ﬁrst step, K users with the largest
buffer size are chosen as seed users (as shown in
line 2). Then, for each seed user, the subset of data
items which can maximize its coverage to requests is
obtained through dynamic programming (lines 5–9).
The complexity of using dynamic programming to solve
the 0-1 Knapsack problem is O.KjV j C K.ˇjDj//.
Compared with the GA, the complexity has been
reduced by approximate jV j times.

5

CoSOS Design

Ofﬂoading popular data items to an IoT could save
bandwidth and reduce the cost for cellular networks.
The cost of the cellular network includes energy
consumption, device wear and tear, and so on. In this
section, we discuss the cost of the cellular network in
the ofﬂoading system and try to further increase its net
proﬁt.
Practically, when a user sends a data item request
to the cellular network and receives the requested data
item successfully, it should make a payment. For each
MB of data trafﬁc received by users, the net proﬁt of
the cellular network is calculated as F  , where F
is the charge per MB data trafﬁc and  is the cost
per MB data trafﬁc. On the basis that F for each MB
data trafﬁc remains constant, the smaller is the cost
in transmitting, and the larger is the net proﬁt. Let
˛ represent the transmission cost per MB data trafﬁc
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through the cellular network. If data item q:d by request
q is transmitted through 3G directly, the cost of the
cellular network is
1 D ˛  q:d:size
(9)
In the ofﬂoading system, when a user generates a
request for a popular data item, it tries to download the
target data item from the IoT, which leads to two results.
First, the user may encounter any seed user carrying the
requested data item within the deadline and download it
successfully. Then, the cost of cellular network is
2 D ˇ  q:d:size
(10)
where ˇ is the coupon per MB data trafﬁc given to
users who try to download target data item from the IoT.
Second, if the user cannot download the requested data
item before the deadline, the requested data item will be
transmitted through the cellular network in the end. In
this case, the cost of the cellular network is
3 D .˛ C ˇ/  q:d:size
(11)
Comparing Eqs. (10) and (11), we observe that failure
in downloading the target data item from the IoT causes
more cost than transmitting it through 3G directly. Only
in the condition that the user can download the data
item from other users in the IoT successfully before the
deadline, is the cost of the cellular network the lowest.
For example, assume a source user vi with request q has
little potential in getting the requested data item from
the IoT, and the cellular network still decides to let vi
search by itself, Eq. (11) will appear most likely. Thus,
in this case, it is better to transmit the requested data
item q:d through the cellular network directly. Because
all users in the IoT are moving with time, the cellular
network cannot have the full knowledge of their contact
events. Based on the work in Ref. [24], the contact
events of a user with any seed user in the future can
be predicted. In addition, the cellular network knows
the distribution of popular data items in the IoT. Thus,
for user vi , who generates a data item request, whose
probability in successfully downloading the requested
data item from the IoT can be calculated as
Y
p D1
esvi Tvi ; 8 s 2 S 0 ; q:d 2 s:buffer
s2S 0 S

(12)
where S is the set of seed users carrying q:d . The
process of the CoSOS is shown in Fig. 2. In the CoSOS,
the cellular network makes the downloading decision
for vi about its requested data item q:d depending on
the probability calculated by Eq. (12).
0
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6

Working process of the CoSOS.

Simulation and Results

In this section, we present the experimental results to
demonstrate the performance of the CoSOS. Three real
mobility traces and two synthetic movement traces are
used to conduct the experiments. Among the three
real traces, as shown in Table 2, MIT Reality trace
records the connection of students or faculties in a
campus, Infocom06 and Infocom05 are two traces that
reﬂect the connection to participants of the Infocom
conferences in 2006 and 2005, respectively. We use
Random WayPoint (RWP) as a synthetic model and
generate two movement traces RWP1 and RWP2 under
different parameters. In RWP1 and RWP2, the size of
scenario is 1500 m  1500 m. The number of users is
100. In RWP1, we set 30 users who were picked up
by 30 vehicles, whose speed is distributed randomly in
the range of [8 m/s, 15 m/s], the speed of the remaining
users randomly was selected in the range of [1 m/s,
3 m/s]. In RWP2, all users are conﬁgured with a speed
Table 2
Mobility trace
Infocom06
Infocom05
MIT Reality

Communication type
Bluetooth
Bluetooth
Bluetooth

randomly selected in the range of [1 m/s, 3 m/s] . We
set jDj D 30, and the size of any data item dx 2
D is distributed randomly in [10 MB, 100 MB]. The
transmission range of each device carried by a user is
15 m. User’s interest in each data item is generated
according to Formula (1). The buffer size of each user is
random in the range [400 MB, 1200 MB]. The cellular
network obtains the contact frequency of any two
users through a training process. During the training
process, our system can learn contact frequencies of
user pairs and get users’ interest for popular data
items. We use the ONE simulator to conduct the
simulation experiments. The ONE simulator not only
provides a good simulation environment for the IoT, but
also supports generating the mobility models through
conﬁguration ﬁles and could import the real mobility
traces.
The downloading ratio  indicates the percentage of
data items trafﬁc that can be downloaded from the seeds
in the IoT. It is calculated by

D
(13)

where  is the total size of the data items transmitted
within the IoT,  is the total size of all data items
requested by the users. In Section 4, the popular data
items distribution is related to the weight of the users.
The weight of any two users indicates their contact
probability. Different ways to calculate the weight
will inﬂuence popular data items distribution and the
downloading ratio of our system. An accurate method
to evaluate the weight of users is important. Figures
3 and 4 show the performance of the four types of
weight computation methods in the downloading ratio
under ﬁve mobility traces. From the results, we observe
that the CF and the PSF methods are inferior to the PP
and the APP methods. Even though the PSF method
improves the ofﬂoading ratio, it could not reﬂect the
contact of the users in an accurate way like the PP and
the APP methods. The APP method could predict the
behavior of users’ movement in a more accurate way,
leading to more data items downloaded in the IoT for
the reason it avoids the overlapping problem in PP and

Three real mobility traces.

Duration (d)
3
3
246

Number of devices
98
41
97

Training length (d)
3
3
20

Simulation length (d)
3
3
3
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Fig. 6 Average delay of the GA, the TSA, the PRA, and the
FRA algorithms.

selects the seed users to have the largest coverage in
practice. So we choose the APP method to calculate the
weight of any two users in the following experiments.
Then, we compare the performance of the GA and
the TSA algorithms with two other algorithms, the PRA
and the FRA, under ﬁve different mobility traces.
Partial Random Algorithm (PRA), in which the
seed users set is chosen as the ﬁrst K users with the
largest buffer size. Then for each seed user, putting data
items in D iteratively until no more data item can be
put.
Fully Random Algorithm (FRA), where the seed
users set is chosen randomly and the buffer of
each seed user is ﬁlled as in the PRA. We set the
number of seed users as 10 and set the tolerant delay
as 24 h. Figures 5 and 6 show the results of the
downloading ratio and average delay, respectively. We
can see that our GA algorithm outperforms the other
three algorithms in downloading ratio and average
delay, which demonstrates these popular data items

distribution algorithms are useful. The performance of
the TSA, under RWP2, is similar to the GA, which
indicates that it is better to use the TSA when the
contact frequencies among any pair nodes are similar,
for the reason that the complexity of the TSA is lower
than that of the GA. We know that, in the TSA and
the PRA, the seed users are selected in the same way,
but popular data items are distributed randomly in the
PRA. The performance of the TSA is better than the
PRA, which indicates data item distribution through
the dynamic programming method could improve the
coverage range in the IoT. Furthermore, the average
delay of GA is about 2 h, which is smaller than that
of the PRA and the FRA by about 40%. Conclusions
from Figs. 5 and 6 indicate that the GA and the TSA
outperform the PRA and the FRA, and the GA could be
applied to most situations.
Then, several experiments are implemented to test the
CoSOS performance in cost saving. For each MB of
data trafﬁc, its transmission costs ˛ through the cellular
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q2QI Q

q2QII Q

q2Q

(14)
where Q is the set of requests in this system, QI is
the set of requests downloaded from their target data
items from the IoT successfully, and QII is the set of
requests failed to download their target data items from
N
the IoT. The expected size of all popular data items is l,
so Formula (14) can be rewritten as
ˇ  lN    jQj C .˛ C ˇ/  lN  .1  /  jQj  ˛  lN  jQj (15)

After simpliﬁcation, it becomes
ˇ

(16)
˛
So ˛   can be regarded as the upper bound of ˇ.
Then we try to verify the performance of the CoSOS.
In the CoSOS, we use the GA method to implement the
popular data items distribution and compare it with the
other three systems. The ﬁrst two systems are similar to
the CoSOS with some slight change.
CoSOS Without Prediction (CWP) For each
request of popular data items, CWP will make the user
try to download it from the IoT ﬁrst. If the user cannot
download its requested data items from IoT before
deadline, the data item should be transmitted through
the cellular network.
Random CoSOS (RC) For each request of popular
data item, RC will randomly decide whether the user
attempts to download it from the IoT or not.
Baseline Method (BM) This system has not been
considered for ofﬂoading. That is, the cellular network
will transmit all data items to users through 3G directly.
An experiment is used to test the average cost of
the cellular network for each MB of data trafﬁc in the
CoSOS. We set the value of ˛ as 1 unit, set ˇ as
0.15 unit, and use the GA method to implement the
popular data items distribution. Figure 7 shows the
cellular network cost in the four systems. Here, BM
is a baseline, where all data items will be transmitted
through 3G directly. So the cost in BM is constant.
We can see that the cost in the CoSOS and the CWP
are smaller than the other two because both the CoSOS
and the CWP ofﬂoad some data burden to the IoT. Even
though the RC also ofﬂoads popular data items to the
IoT, its cost has not been saved obviously, because
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network. Any user who decided to search its requested
data item in the IoT will receive coupon ˇ per MB
data trafﬁc. To guarantee a net proﬁt, the cost in the
ofﬂoading system should not be larger than the cost in
the system without considering ofﬂoading, that is,
X
X
X
ˇ  lq:d C
.˛ C ˇ/  lq:d 
˛  lq:d
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Fig. 7 Average cost per MB of data trafﬁc of the CoSOS, the
CWP, the RC, and the BM.

RC has not considered users’ ability in downloading
requested data items from the IoT. The CoSOS performs
better than CWP, for the reason that the CoSOS will
directly transmit the requested data items to the users
with little ability to download them from the IoT. About
40% of the cost can be decreased in the CoSOS, which
demonstrates it is useful for cellular networks.
At last, we test the performance of the CoSOS when
the users can tolerate longer waiting time. The results
of these experiments are shown in Fig. 8. We observe
that when users’ tolerant waiting time is 48 h, more
than 50% cost can be reduced, because users have more
opportunities to encounter seed users carrying their
requested data items. However, the cost has not been
obviously decreased when the tolerant waiting time is
longer than 4 days. On the other hand, with longer
waiting time, users may lose patience and will not
join in the ofﬂoading system. So the value of waiting
time should consider a balance between efﬁciency and
practice.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we design a cost saving ofﬂoading system
to reduce the trafﬁc burden in cellular networks. In
this system, we propose two algorithms to implement
popular data items distribution. Then we adopt the
Poisson process to predict users’ ability in downloading
the requested data items from the IoS, which could help
the cellular network to decrease cost and increase net
proﬁts. Real trace-based simulation results show that
our system could conserve the bandwidth and decrease
the cost for the cellular network.
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